A recent outlet for gambling that has evolved with the advent of e-commerce is Internet gambling. Internet gambling has become a very popular outlet for betting on all sports or playing online casino games. With the ease of use and increasing accessibility, a gambler does not even need to leave their home to place bets or play the casino games, often with financially devastating results. Other important questions concerning the service marketing of this type of interactive entertainment exists as well. What are the moral implications of operating these gambling websites, and what type of gambler are these websites targeting? In terms of service marketing, the online industry excels in customer service by offering many of the interactive entertainment industries' finest technologies and promotional campaigns through offering outstanding interfaces, variety of games and online chat with other players. However, with Internet gambling, dilemmas to the following exist at the individual, firm, and society levels. These dilemmas also affect the future of the gambling industry as a whole, and Internet gambling in particular. These quandaries include regulatory questions for government, how use of credit card funds for gambling purposes has effected the banking/finance industry, and enticement of gambling to the potential gambling addict. Models of these effects are included.
INTRODUCTION

Nature of Gambling as an E-commerce Business
The primary benefit of online shopping customer convenience is being directly undermined by a lack of real-time purchase assistance for buyers. In fact, the growth of e-commerce activity has not been proportionately associated with potential sales. Many firms cite that online purchases are a fraction of the items left in video shopping carts, resulting in huge revenues lost to e-commerce companies. E-commerce companies will have to supply customer service equivalent to that provided by traditional retailers in order to gain market share and increase profits. The case in point is the e-gambling industry. Gambling has been around since the beginning of civilization. As a result of this desire to gamble, many varieties of gambling and outlets for gambling have evolved over the years. In general, gamblers have more choice then ever in offline/online casinos. A recent outlet for gambling that has evolved with the advent of the Internet is online gambling. For example, gamblers can engage in tax-free wagering in their home and/or office without the hassle of currency exchange problems. Some may argue that the online gambling industries make it to easy for customers to engage in such activities. However, as an industry, it is noted for offering outstanding service in order to entice potential customers into online casinos.
Popularity of Online Gambling
Online gambling is becoming a very popular outlet for betting on all sports or playing online casino games, since it is based on the increasing familiarity associated with e-commerce and computer games. With new cyber-casinos just a mouse-click away, Internet gambling sites are gaining popularity and are increasingly found on the Internet and offer casino games such as video poker, video slot machines, backgammon, and roulette. Some feel that online gambling may be the Internet gambling is the next step in the emergent interactive entertainment industry. For example, online gambling (http://www.online--gambling.org/) has listed their recommended online gambling casinos by software, which casinos that offer the best selection of games, highest pay out percentage and best customer support. The listings of software titles are numerous and include: Boss Media, Cryptologic, Microgaming, OddsOn, Playtech, and Realtime Gaming. As a service-marketing case study, e-gambling is an excellent example of promoting customer service in an online industry. Internet gambling sites also offer a large variety of betting services for college and professional sports, horseracing, auto racing, and related services. In addition, online gambling casinos typically offer cash bonuses to entice new players by allowing them to the casino with less risk of losing money. The gambling bonus is real cash added to their accounts and is available after a set number of plays. Many e-commerce enterprises could learn a few lessons of service marketing techniques from the online gambling industry.
In general, the general population sees the e-gambling industry in much darker terms. Online gambling is truly seen as a global problem. The industry makes it an interesting target for scholarly study, since it is characterized by the two extremes of superior Internet-based customer service and a moral hazard. For example, visits by Australian Internet users to online gambling sites remained consistent throughout 2001 (based on a study for the Australian Casino Association) and this occurred despite the introduction in June 2001 of the Australian federal government's Interactive Gambling Act 2001. This politically charged piece of legislation, which was designed to ban casino-type gambling on the Internet, simply have forced Australian gamblers to offshore casino websites (Creed, 2002) . Interestingly, the Interactive Gambling Act 2001 directly prohibits the provision of casino-type gambling to Australians from Australia-based online casinos, although online horse racing and lottery wagering sites are exempted. In addition, Australian casinos are allowed to provide Internet gambling to overseas Internet users. Specifically in the U.S., a Congressional panel voted to update the Wire Act of 1961 that bans interstate wagering to include online gambling ("Congressional panel votes . . ." 2002) . In fact, the House Judiciary subcommittee voted unanimously on the proposal to make the Act also apply to the Internet and other modern communications as well as telephone lines. More significantly, these amendments to the bill would also allow U.S. federal agents to obtain a court order requiring a credit card company to cut off transactions with a gambling website based outside of the U.S.
Internet Gambling Dilemmas
However, with Internet gambling follows a number of interesting dilemmas that directly impact individuals, companies, and society as a whole. These dilemmas might also affect the future of the gambling industry as a commerce endeavor and Internet gambling in particular. These dilemmas include the following:
1. The federal and some state governments are trying to find ways to acquire the lost tax revenues from the Internet sites by attempting to enact appropriate laws. Since most of these Internet gambling sites operate outside of the U.S., these Internet gambling websites and their associated companies do not currently pay tax dollars to their federal and local/state governments. However, much of their customer base is located in the U.S. Although there is a significant rise in global gambling networks, the associated gambling debts that these customers are losing, both domestically and abroad, are causing significant loss of potential tax revenues. It is argued that the loss of those tax revenues hurts the ability of many governmental agencies from fulfilling their obligations to their citizens. 2. Many credit card companies are attempting to curtail recent substantial losses by banning their use on Internet gambling sites. A significant number of Internet gamblers use their credit cards funds as gambling funds as a convenience to cover their gambling debt. Unfortunately, the speed of such devices as video gambling has been made immensely quicker and more convenience than in the past. Frequently is the case when some of these gamblers run up major debts on their cards from the use of Internet gambling sites, and are then unable to pay back the debt and default on the credit card. These credit card companies must either go to court to try to gain back some or all of their lost funds, or simply lose all the gambled funds. These measures by the credit card companies cost considerable money and effort, and these lost funds seem to be on the increase, not on the decline. This increases the borrowing rates for these cards and eventually hurts all those individuals that use credit in a responsible manner. 3. The toll on society that online gambling has taken may be staggering in several aspects. Many customers have entrenched their lives around these websites and have ignored what and wasted numerous resources and time on these at least partially addictive websites.
Many adults have lost all of their savings, endangered personal re-lationships, and lost employment in order to gamble on these websites. Also, many children and young adults have become addicted to these websites due to their easy access and video game-like setup. Gambling is a serious addiction that has long-term consequences on not only the life of the gambler, but also the lives of those around them. Unfortunately, online gambling delivery systems may amplify these negative aspects of this addiction.
In recent months, Internet gambling has been receiving widespread coverage in the popular press. There is growing concern that this type of gambling is luring a new gambler (particularly a younger and more naïve individual). Governments at all levels should be trying to decide the legality of this type of gambling in at least a cost/benefit analysis fashion to their societies. As previously mentioned, some credit card distributors are attempting to ban the use of their cards for these websites. These topics and their continued discussion will determine the future of the Internet gambling industry and the potential users and their associate buyer behavior patterns. Table 1 summarizes some of the major themes in this fairly heated discussion concerning the negative aspects of online gambling.
Future E-commerce Implications Associated with E-gambling
Does the Internet gambling industry have a strong future, or is this a passing fad? Many casinos, corporations, and independent entrepreneurs have billions of dollars invested in this industry and believe that it is the next great way to generate revenue. The customer service promo- 
INDIVIDUALS
Lose all savings/overspend limits of budget, no longer have interest in family/friends, ignore school/work, commit crime to subsidize habit--stability of social and family structures.
COMPANIES
Lose millions of dollars from gamblers who default on debts, lawsuits against delinquent gamblers, funds to protect industry from gambling websites.
GOVERNMENT
Funds to battle websites through courts and legislation for reasons of tax dodging, fraud, and lack of control by government agencies.
tions and service marketing campaigns are often quite extensive and well planned. Also, many gamblers use these websites on a daily basis and truly enjoy the availability and accessibility the Internet offers-an addictive form of interactive entertainment. Of course, in order to access these websites from the residence, potential customers need only a working PC and Internet access; perhaps a restriction that modern businesses may overcome for some potential users by providing free Internet access. Unfortunately, addictive behaviors may be drawn to and thrive in this personal environment, since it is very easy to gamble without distraction. With the ease of use and increasing accessibility, a gambler does not even need to leave their home to place bets or play the casino games, often with financially devastating results.
Moral Hazard Questions
Other important questions concerning the service marketing of this type of interactive entertainment exists as well. What are the moral implications of operating these gambling websites, and what type of gambler are these websites targeting? Much of the current gambling public has used the "tried and true" methods of the past. Using bookies (illegal bet takers), legal betting establishments (such as Ladbrokes for horseracing), casinos, and telephone-betting services are common methods for placing wagers that have been in existence for many years. However, these outlets for wagering have not necessarily attracted the younger or homebound gambler. The Internet gambling sites are attractive to the younger, Internet savvy user since the websites look and play like computer games that have little or no consequences for their experimentation. However, Internet gambling costs the player money to play each and every time and can become addictive.
Other interesting moral hazard questions include: should the gambling industry (Internet gambling websites in particular) be held responsible for the addicts they cause from their product, much like the tobacco industry is experiencing in the court systems today? Should those business owners who are profiting from these websites also aid gamblers to conquering their addictions caused by these websites? The U.S. government has held the tobacco industry accountable for the addiction caused by the tobacco industry's product. The tobacco industry is paying essentially billions for healthcare and addiction education to the public due to damage caused by tobacco. Should the gambling industry could be held accountable for the addiction they encourage in gamblers and be sanctioned for their actions? Internet gambling sites are very controversial and have inherent problems and mirror the myriad of problems that have plague the Internet since its inception due to its newness and lack of legal controls. But, they are also financially very successful and growing, as well as hallmarked by offering outstanding customer service. Looking at some of the corporate issues might give e-commerce researchers an insight into the future implications of their continued growth, as demonstrated in Figure 1 . Figure 1 illustrates the typical route available to the Internet gambler to reach an online gambling website. The route is very direct, only needing a computer with Internet access to visit gambling websites. However, there are several legal and financial obstacles that are attempting to slow or stop that easy access. These obstacles typically include, with very questionable success: Governmental regulations, credit card company regulations regarding use of cards for gambling purposes, and the stigma of gambling in society. Hence, gambling has potentially very negative effects that not only include government and business impacts in terms of lost taxes, increase financial burden on taxpayers, and other sources of revenue, but society as a whole. Measures to stem the negative effects of Internet gambling traditionally has been enacted by government, since government has the most direct power to slow or stop this form of gambling. By enacting strong laws, government agencies may monitor and close Internet gambling sites before they cause further damage to the individual gambler, other legitimate businesses, and society/family structures. Unfortunately, as previously suggested by the Australian example cited earlier, government bodies may have varying degrees of success. The service marketing aspects associated with Internet gambling also has a number of parallels to increase e-commerce business traffic. 
EXAMINATION OF THE COMPLEX FORCES OPERATING IN AN ONLINE GAMBLING ENVIRONMENT
Regulatory Conflicts
In general, governments at all levels are in a quandary about how to handle Internet gambling. Globally, governments such as China and, in particular, the Muslim countries have outlawed gambling of any form, while governments like Australia and the U.S. have singled out online gambling activities within their boundaries. Punishments for gambling may be very severe in some of these countries and sometimes involve literately involve loss of limb or life. Other governments such as Hong Kong, Australia, the United Kingdom, France, and Italy have taken steps to restrict activities of unauthorized offshore gambling operations. However, in the U.S., there are many different opinions and positions of how Internet gambling may be handled. For example, in 2000, $2.2 billion in revenues was earned worldwide from Internet gambling (Hammer, 2001 ). This is a giant industry that is growing yearly and cannot be shut down easily. Although many federal, state and international governments have placed restrictions on Internet gambling, it has very limited success and may only caused the operations to move underground in the realm of illegal activities-which may even increase its appeal and allure to the younger and/or less experienced crowd. However, many other countries are not only allowing Internet gambling to be legal, but are encouraging the site owners to set up their operations from these countries (please see Figure 2 ). As demonstrated in Figure 2 , there are a number of forces moving the acceptability of e-gambling as an n e-commerce venture in several directions. Many of these countries currently only require a business license and a background check (Beauprez, 2002) . Also, in the U.S., the state of Nevada still allows Internet gambling to be legal, while many other states are simply not monitoring Internet gambling and/or the law is waived. Even as the federal government attempts to curb or ban Internet gambling, there is still a chance that the government will make gambling legal, although recent actions have made that prospect unlikely for the short term ("Congressional panel votes . . ." 2002) . If the U.S. government may find legitimate methods to gain tax dollars from Internet gambling, some feel they might decide to remove their initial objections and legalize this form of gambling. The battle between government parties about how to regulate Internet gambling has slowed the legal process. Until these parties may come to a decision about regulation processes, these websites will continue to operate in the U.S. outside the legal arena. Figure 2 illustrates some ways that the Internet gambler may avoid roadblocks to the Internet gambling sites even though roadblocks to use of the websites by government are in place.
Legal Efforts in the Online Gambling Field
There are a number of federal, state, and international laws in place to deter operation of these websites. Another legal method of deterrence to use of these websites is the Wire Act, as previously discussed. However, Internet gambling site owners are still able to circumvent these roadblocks since some states (including Nevada) are either allowing these websites to operate legally or have decided not to pursue legal action of those websites operating in their states. The federal government is still deciding about ways to either fight the operation of these websites in the U.S. or legalize them for purposes of revenue collection. For example, the U.S. Justice Department is attempting to prohibit states from allowing Internet gambling. "As set forth in prior congressional testimony, the Department of Justice believes that federal law prohibits gambling over the Internet, including casino-style gambling," as suggested by Assistant Attorney General Michael Chertoff (Simpson, 2002) . Historically, in 1961, the U.S. Congress passed the Wire Act. The Wire Act prohibits individuals from utilizing telephone facilities to receive bets. The Wire Act criminalizes the use of a wire communication facility for the transmission in interstate or foreign commerce of bets or wagers or information assisting in the placing of bets or wagers on any sporting event or contest (Hammer, 2001) . Enforcement of this act has used for prosecution of Internet gambling site owners who handle bets from across state (or international) lines (Vuong, 2002) . This bill is perhaps the strongest tool the federal government has in its arsenal for prosecuting Internet gambling site owners and has been recently upheld to include all forms of online gambling.
However, several judges seem to be inclined to give relatively lighter sentences to those convicted under the law, since there is a current societal debate on the ability of the government to enforce and the ethics associated with such legislation of moral behavior. There are other reasons that the legal system may feel this is an insignificant crime and are not willing to give stiff sentences, due to the newness of the technology and the lack of legal precedents. For example, the recent ban on the calling of telemarketers in the U.S. (over 50 million have signed up on the www.donotcall.gov website) underscores the constitutionality of such laws. Another reason may be that the law (Wire Act) was enacted before the advent of Internet gambling and many do not necessarily feel that this law directly pertains to Internet gambling (Hammer, 2001) . Specific bans against Internet gambling at the federal level have not been passed until recently. One opponent of the passing of this specific law is House Majority Whip Tom DeLay, Republican from Texas. Representative Bob Goodlatte, a Republican from Virginia, suggested, Congressman DeLay wanted to ensure that all interested parties work together on a ban that would not infringe on state rights (Batt, 2002) .
Embracing Online Gambling
Even as the federal government is attempting to ban Internet gambling, other states, as well as countries, are in favor of such websites. England and Costa Rica are embracing such websites (Vuong, 2002) and the income they bring. Since the U.S. is trying to ban Internet gambling, many companies operate their gambling websites out of the U.S. While $2.2 billion in revenues is derived from Internet gambling, most websites are set up out of the U.S. This means most of the tax revenue from Internet gambling is also sent "offshore." U.S. lawmakers appear to be struggling with this decision, but regardless of the legal ramifications, Internet gambling will continue to be a growing problem if other moral and rule of reason educational attempts are ignored in the U.S. Many businesses, as well as web-enabled customers, feel that the U.S. government should not legalize this form of gambling and should continue to try to enact laws prohibiting operation of these websites proliferating domestically and internationally. If properly regulated, the potential of large increases in tax revenue from these websites are enticing, but the long-term negative effects of these websites may not offset the increases in taxes collected. The federal government has taken the initial lead in blocking these websites from operating in the U.S. in theory only and may be developing a "wait and see" attitude to determine if the fears of the negative impact on business and society are justified and taken seriously.
CREDIT CARD CONFLICTS OF INTERESTS
Many Credit Card companies have recently decided that credit card usage on Internet gambling sites should be prohibited. Citibank, Wells Fargo, Fleet, MBNA, Bank of America, Providian, Chase, Direct Merchants Bank, American Express and Discover have all banned use of credit card payment for debts incurred from Internet gambling sites. "The benefits to the companies accepting these transactions do not outweigh the risks. It's clearly not worth it for them to be both legally and financially liable to accept transactions if they're not lucrative enough," stated Michael Tew, gambling and leisure analyst with Bear Stearns (Depaula, 2002, p. 23 ). In addition, initial projections for 2003 credit card revenues have dropped from $5 billion to $1.2 billion. Sizable portions of these losses are attributed to online gambling (Depaula, 2002) . Figure 3 illustrates the typical path the gambler generally takes to access use of an Internet gambling site with a credit card. When the Internet gambler attempts to access the site using a credit card as funding, the possibilities of financial loss, site integrity/fraud, and lack of site control by regulatory agencies commonly exist. These possible negative impacts cause a considerable amount of anxiety to the management at major credit card companies. Credit cards are typically not as secure as their companion smart-card technologies, but credit card fraud accounts for a relatively small portion of financial loss for these companies. However, online gambling represents a potentially great source of fraud anxiety and losses of larger sums of money to cause many major credit card companies to totally ban the use of their cards for Internet gambling debts. However, not all credit card companies have followed suit and the Internet gambler may still find credit card companies that allow these types of financial transactions.
Due to this increased risk of fraud with the Internet gambling site, financial loss from non-payment of gambling losses on credit cards, and lack of control of the websites by accredited governing agencies, many credit card lenders are banning the use of their cards on Internet gambling sites. Other credit card lenders have ignored these risks or feel confident enough to continue to offer the use of their cards on Internet gambling sites. Many credit card lenders are attempting to deal with such risky transactions on the Internet. Most major lenders have stated an on-line gambling policy to inform their customers of the potential risks involved. Unfortunately, although gambling and pornography websites may be placed on the social fringes, they are two of the Internet's largest businesses. Banning of use by credit cards is a threat to online gambling, which relies heavily on credit cards for their continued business ("Web gambling . . ." 2002).
Another major concern of both credit card companies and Internet gambling site users deals with the integrity of these websites. At the time of this article, only Australia and the United Kingdom have set up extensive regulatory checks for online gambling firms. Many countries, such as those found in the Caribbean and Costa Rica for example, only require a business license and a background check for the Internet gambling business to begin operations. Unfortunately, dozens of unregulated online gambling operations have shut down after dubious operations, without notifying or paying their customers (Beauprez, 2002) . Since the methods for placing wagers on online gambling sites are prolific, customers should be aware that there is little to no enforcement of an online gambling statement of security of its bets. As suggested by Marc McDermott, chief of the electronic division for the Nevada Gambling Control Board, For example, Cryptologic, located in Canada, is one of the largest and most successful Internet gambling companies in the world. They expect to generate $10 billion in transactions in the next three years. Cryptologic both operates gambling websites and writes the software for their gambling websites. However, many of their legitimate gambling competitors and others in the interactive entertainment field feel that Cryptologic's "casino operators are nothing more than businessmen without an office or staff " (Gray, 2001, pp. 82-83) . Even though Cryptologic operates its websites in earnest, there may be a lack of centralized control of these websites in terms of ethical operational procedures, since many of the site owners are not established businesses with a history of ethical conduct. Credit card carriers especially fear the lack of centralized control of these websites.
SERVICES MARKETING QUARTERLY
However, the biggest losses credit card companies are incurring are due to default by users who run up large Internet gambling bills and cannot pay their debts. For instance, Providian Bank filed suit against a customer in 1998 for gambling debts accumulated on the customer's credit card. The customer had accumulated over $70,000 in online debt through several credit cards issued by several carriers, including Providian. However, Providian decided to settle out of court since of the strong relationship they had with several Internet gambling sites and possible collusions associated with online gambling (Hammer, 2001) . Such public losses have required the credit card companies to strategically rethink their position with the Internet gambling industry. The credit card industry must decide if the staggering losses, negative publicity, and the legal battles in bankruptcy court case are worth acquiring additional revenue generated by card use of more responsible cardholders. These financial losses incurred by many credit card companies should encourage the governmental action. Coupled with the loss of funds comes the loss of jobs within the credit card companies, potential default by many Internet gamblers who are not able to repay the outstanding debts, and clogging of the court systems for cases involving attempted reclamation of lost debts by the credit card companies. Of course, enacting laws that prohibit operation of these websites in the U.S. is only one step that credit card companies will need to control the use of their cards for online gambling websites.
ONLINE GAMBLING ADDICTION CONCERNS
Internet gambling has become a giant and growing industry primarily due to its excitement and accessibility to potential gamblers. The Internet gambling industry is attempting to draw its customers from those with access and understanding of the Internet. These potential customers are often younger adults and children who look to the Internet for entertainment. However, unlike games that are purchased in any computer software outlet, these games require funding to play and may become addictive to certain personalities. Figure 4 illustrates that there are many different outlets to keep the Internet gambler occupied. Outlets that the gambling industry have recently attempted to cater to families by offering such as opportunities for social life, sports and leisure, games and electronics, music and media, family, friends, school, and church. However, to the addicted gambler, these outlets are not as important as the need to gamble. Internet gambling provides the gambler an easy and immediate access to multiples pathway to place wagers. Traditionally, family, friends, school, and the church may try to dissuade the gambler from gambling. However, it is up to the addicted gambler to seek out these resources to stop gambling, but online gambler's addiction may be difficult to detect by the traditional support groups until the situation is totally out of control.
Allure of Online Gambling
The allure of online gambling may be the lack of supervision and exciting graphics that may eventually draw children and young adults to the websites. Noted Washington Post syndicated writer George F. Will stated: For decades more and more parents have been spending less and less time at home, and many measurements-those pertaining to mental problems, child sexual abuse, drug and alcohol abuse, educational backwardness, and more-show the child's well being is in what once would have been judged scandalous decline. (Will, 2001, p. E1) Children and young adults may bypass the well meaning but useless disclaimers on these websites and use parents' credit cards to place bets. Since online betting is expected to draw $3 billion in 2002-2003, parents must attempt to monitor a child or young adult's Internet usage and explain the perils of online gambling to them (Kasim, 2002) . Video games and the gaming industry are not the same and they do not bear the same financial consequences. Courts are leaning to place parents responsible for the debts and actions of their children. Online gambling represents a major threat to the social fabric of parent/child relationships as well as a new opportunity for e-commerce behavioral research.
The thrill of gambling may happen to anyone at any age, especially with the advent of dynamic informational conductivity and connectivity associate with the Internet. However, when it becomes an obsession, addiction may appear and gambling may become a very serious problem. The behavioral characteristics associated with addiction of gambling, generally falls into one of two categories: pathological/compulsive gambler or the problem gambler ("The warning signs . . ." 2001). In essence, the pathological/compulsive gambler cannot resist the temptation to gamble and they create large debts and damage relationships with family and friends. The problem gambler is typically a person who gambles more than they can afford and generally may lie about gambling or may gamble longer than planned. Online gambling is a way of bringing a new gambler to the industry, but it might also be a way of creating new addicts. Social activism might be a means of understanding the behavior of the addicted gambler, but the dangers of the addiction of technology-enabled online gambling may increase the societal problem exponentially. Society often looks upon addictive gambling behavior as abnormal. "The reason why the concept of normality has become so fuzzy to the point of making the very word normal a problematic word, is that as a society, we may no longer agree on our values" (Freud, 2002, p. 334) .
Society includes many types of citizens with much different moral standing. Society does not necessarily agree on what is poor moral behavior and how questionable actions of gamblers should be approached. The Internet is frequently perceived as a social construct (Smith and Rupp, 2002a , 2002b , 2002c . Since society as a whole defines what is included on the Internet, the values presented on the Internet may vary wildly, those values may be taken for granted, and that we are growing complacent about defending them (Dougherty, 2000) . This complacency may stem from the lack of a consensus of what is socially acceptable consumer behavior. This lack of consensus has allowed gambling to be socially accepted on the Internet. Hence, the ease of gambling online and the lack of social norms historically associated with e-commerce have generated a strong attraction to some potential users. The ease and accessibility of e-gambling now enables people to incur debt and addiction much faster than by traditional gambling practices (Vuong, 2002) . In essence, online gambling has become a fairly simple means of interactive entertainment with very dangerous consequences. Online casinos and sports books have surged from 700 to more than 1,400 since the year 2000 and only five states have outright banned online gambling (Michigan, Louisiana, South Dakota, Illinois and Oregon) (Vuong, 2000b) . Many feel as the field of online gambling continues to grow, more and more problems with addiction and corruption of young adults will surface to the mainstream media.
Differential Association Theory
The anti-social behavior that may accompany Internet gambling might be understood via the Differential Association Theory initially proposed by criminologist Edwin H. Sutherland in 1939. A revised version of the theory occurred in 1947. Differential Association Theory basically states that criminal behavior is a learned behavior and enforced via social interaction with others. Differential Association is based upon these nine postulates (DeCoster, 1999):
1. Criminal behavior is essentially learned. 2. Criminal behavior is learned in interaction with others persons in a process of communication. 3. The principal part of the learning of criminal behavior occurs within intimate personal groups. 4. When criminal behavior is learned, the learning includes techniques of committing the crime, which are sometimes very complicated, sometimes simple and the specific direction of motives, drives, rationalizations, and attitudes. 5. The specific direction of motives and drives is learned from definitions of the legal codes as favorable or unfavorable.
6. A person becomes delinquent since of an excess of definitions favorable to violation of law over definitions unfavorable to violation of the law. 7. Differential associations may vary in frequency, duration, priority, and intensity. 8. The process of learning criminal behavior by association with criminal and anti-criminal patterns involves all of the mechanisms that are involved in any other learning. 9. While criminal behavior is an expression of general needs and values, it is not explained by those general needs and values, since non-criminal behavior is an expression of the same needs and values.
According to basic concepts of differential association, criminal behavior is learned based on the interactions we have with others and the values that we receive during that interaction. Typically individuals learn values from family, friends, and co-workers, and those values either support or oppose criminal behavior. Sutherland also noted that individuals with an excess of learned criminal definitions will be more open to new criminal definitions and that individual will be less receptive to anti-criminal definitions. The theory does not emphasize whom one's associates are, but rather upon the definitions provided by those associations and have direct application to the addition behavior associated with e-gambling due to the infusion and popular of computer technology and interactive entertainment modalities. Interestingly, Vitaro, Brendgen, and Tremblay (2000) found that in contrast to parent monitoring, attachment to parents reduced the influence of deviant friends and negative peer group pressures. Therefore, external control such as monitoring can help prevent the association with negative influences. If this association is established, only an effective bond with parents can buffer teenagers against the influence of deviant peers. Once techniques are learned, values (or definitions) supporting deviant behavior, such as e-gambling, may be learned from anyone.
Unfortunately, such criminal behavior often accompanies gambling addiction. If a gambling addict is not able to fulfill the need to gamble, they will sometimes do anything to restore the ability-including breaking the law. However, the gambling addict might try to justify breaking the law in order to be able to continue to gamble. "A core assumption of the theory [of Differential Association] is that society is characterized by normative conflict over the law, wherein some groups define crime as always wrong and others justify it under some circumstances" (DeCoster, 1999, p. 279) .
Not only may criminal behavior drive the gambler's addiction, but also the need to be accepted by a person's peers. Young gambling addicts not only have their addiction that drives them to gamble, but often times peer pressure from their peers may drive the gambling urge. The Differential Association Theory argues ". . . that delinquent conduct is more likely to develop when the peers of an adolescent define delinquent behavior as appropriate and reward that individual for delinquent behavior" (May, 1999, p. 112) . Federal, state, and local governments are attempting to place constraints or ban Internet gambling. However, little has been done so far that has proven to be effective in curbing online gambling addiction behaviors. "If we've got a 15-year-old Utah resident who gambles away all his parent's life savings, and if that becomes a national story, then those bills could start moving again" (King, 2001, p. 8) . Until reasonable and well thought out laws are enacted, the industry will continue to go unchecked and most likely grow.
Online gambling is a growing and thriving industry that shows no signs of slowing in the near future. Much of its growth has come at the expense of possible addiction of young adults. The non-traditional gambling industry has created an excellent tool to attract young adults and their disposable income through the reach and range associated with e-gambling, which has significant and positive implications for boosting service marketing and customer service strategies for e-commerce firms. The Internet gambling industry has also found new methods of drawing current gamblers to intensive wagering. However, with these gambler incentives and increased usage brings a number of societal problems. Some of these problems involve fraud, underage gambling, loss of savings, loss of employment, and family neglect accompanies Internet gambling. All of these issues directly effect government and economic impact bodies in terms of both direct and indirect financial loss, social loss, and legal loss. If global governmental agencies do not take the necessary steps to prohibit and/or limit the unrestricted accessibility of Internet gambling, these negative issues will continue to occur and grow to a point that no one in society can continue to ignore. There are many lessons to be learned from the online gambling industry for e-commerce enterprises to both emulate and to avoid.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
Online gambling is big business and includes interactive TV, Internet and mobile gaming modalities. Informa Media Group recently published a report forecasting that the revenue obtained from online gambling will rise to $4.5 billion worldwide by 2006. Of this amount, the U.S. may claim only 24% of all e-gambling revenue, as compared to 53% of revenues claimed by Europe (58% of worldwide e-gamblers will be in Europe) ("Informa issues predictions . . ." 2002). Also, Internet gambling has become a very popular outlet for betting on sports and/or playing online casino games. However, there are a number of pressing dilemmas that coincide with Internet gambling that must be addressed by all users of e-commerce. Internet gambling has direct consequences to government, business, and society. Some speculate that the vast profits that are acquired with Internet gambling may not be worth the extensive impediments it places on society. Governments and the credit card business cannot decide as a whole how to approach and control Internet gambling. But as more and more gamblers become addicted to using the websites, government and credit card businesses must make decisive and final decisions.
The e-gambling industry has few redeeming qualities other than to the owners of the websites, but offers many constructive lessons on increased customer service and service marketing for e-commerce businesses. Social Constructivism and Differential Association are examples of theories of may help to explain how destructive the addiction of e-gambling may be. Governmental bodies and regulatory agencies should study the phenomena in order to take proper steps of either outright banning or close regulation of this portion of the gambling industry. With the proliferation of Internet gambling sites in the U.S. and other global centers, the effectiveness of some legal enactments specifically tailored to reduce its accessibility and ease of use have met with mixed results. Without the passing and strict enforcements of such laws that either regulates or ban the operation of these websites, the problems that accompany these websites will continue to grow and possibly create significant barriers to full acceptance and strategic leveraging of e-commerce. Many fear that excessive regulation of any type of e-commerce may generate negative impacts on the successful integration of the Internet for other types of online businesses. Many argue equally as well that passage of such laws are necessary for the continued grow of e-commerce in a secure and socially acceptable fashion. A recent study carried out by the University of Connecticut has found that online gamblers may have more serious addic-tions than other gamblers. Researchers found that those that have performed e-gambling, 74% were classed as a cause for concern, which is extremely high compared with 22% of those that had not used the Internet for gambling purposes. Although there is much additional work to be performed, it is uncertain whether the Internet attracts individuals with gambling problems or if it causes the problems ("University of Connecticut researchers . . ." 2002).
Hence, Internet gambling may pose serious and widespread challenges to global society that cannot go unchecked and unregulated. While governments may decide what is the best way to monitor these websites, the field warrants concentrated research efforts for the academic community as well. By attempting to dissuade Internet gamblers from frequenting these websites and/or focusing on the potential reach that Internet gambling is gaining through the openness and interconnectivity of e-commerce cannot be overemphasized. Until there is an absolute ban on the use of these websites, e-gambling will continue to flourish. Now is the time for serious academic and practitioner research on the topic of e-gambling-the stakes are simply too great to ignore by mainstream e-commerce scholars.
